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Written by Dylan Kerr

The Early Disruptors: 7 Masterpieces of 90’s Net Art Everyone 
Should Know About
 Much of the art made today has some kind of digital component, but the movement known as 
net art—the Internet-based artwork created in the 1990s, the first decade or so of the World Wide 
Web— still looks radical. Taking to heart early net artist Heath Bunting’s credo “do something differ-
ent,” net artists took advantage of suddenly ubiquitous personal computers and the first user-friendly 
web browsers to evoke a de-physicalized existence with infinite possibilities.
Building on other movements of the decade such as street art, relational aesthetics, and installation 
art, they made art even more accessible and participatory. Some of their efforts coalesced into broad 
movements like net.art and THE THING, loose, web-based communities of international “makers” 
who exchanged ideas and artworks online (generally without financial compensation or institutional 
support).
 Two decades on, the art world is just starting to integrate these intangible and otherwise dif-
ficult-to-grasp pieces into the canon. Some have simply vanished, as the technologies they were 
based on have become obsolete, but many others have been preserved or upgraded for contem-
porary viewing. Below, Artspace has collected some of the most important net art works that remain 
available, based on Rachel Greene’s excellent historical review Internet Art (Thames & Hudson, 
2004). While perusing them, remember that you are experiencing these artworks in their “true” form 
and proper setting—no museum, gallery, or auction house required.

YAEL KANAREK
World of Awe, 1995-present 
The Israeli-American artist Yael Kanarek’s ongoing project World of Awe is a sprawling, variegated 
work, a fictional online diary that mixes love letters to cyborgs with 3D models and landscapes. Con-
ceived as “a journal of a traveler in search of lost treasure,” in the artist’s words, it’s presented as a 
desktop interface with each “entry” in its own file. Her immersive project has delightful retro-futuristic 
touches; characters rediscover “the legendary Silicon Canyon” and muse about the fate of floppy 
disks. Updated over decades, World of Awe is an extremely dense work with layered links, pages 
upon pages of text, and fully tracked soundscapes. Rachel Greene compares this work to the Cre-
master cycle, positioning Kanarek as a Matthew Barney of the Internet.


